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Alpha Guardian to Premiere Innovative Products During NSSF
SHOT Show 2019
Leading Provider of Secure Solutions Understands What Matters Most to
Consumers
LAS VEGAS, NV (January 10, 2019) – Alpha Guardian, the category champion of
secure storage solutions, returns to the National Shooting Sports Foundation’s
annual Shooting Hunting Outdoor Trade (SHOT) Show this year. The company is
excited to introduce cutting-edge products to an already commanding portfolio of
safes and secure storage solutions from three of its world-renowned brands:
GunVault, Stack-On, and Cannon Safe.
“We are thrilled to offer an energized secure storage lineup at our 2019 show
because it is a true testament of us championing the consumer. We have an amazing
opportunity to provide our consumers with a range of solutions with the level of
security they need, when they need it,” states Colette Matthews, Vice President of
Innovation and Brand Marketing.
The company’s keynote will be the unveiling of an inspiring second generation
GunVault® lineup. Already the premier product in quick digital and biometric
access, GunVault® will boast new industry-leading designs and patented and
features that set the brand apart from the competition including improved sensory
control, faster access, optimized security, and added technological advancements
that ensure optimal safety. With this launch, Alpha Guardian will have offerings that

include portable cases, faster access, and discrete security solutions. For more
information, please visit the GunVault website (www.gunvault.com).
Also debuting at SHOT Show will be a new line of Stack-On gun cabinets that
combine reinforced security with a streamlined body, updated finish and new color.
For more information, please visit the Stack-On website (www.stack-on.com).
The company’s Cannon Safe brand will also benefit from Alpha Guardian’s drive to
reinvigorate the safe and secure storage industry. The company will add more
exclusive features to their premium safe brand and will provide consumers with
more advanced security options. For more information, please visit the Cannon Safe
website (www.cannonsafe.com).
As the foremost provider of secure solutions and a name that symbolizes safety,
Alpha Guardian knows the value in having an added layer of protection when life’s
most challenging moments happen. By employing a purposeful approach to
product innovation, people development, and manufacturing, and the message of
“What matters to you, matters to us,” the company promises to provide consumers
with peace of mind to protect the most important aspects of their lives.
Alpha Guardian and its family of products will be situated in booth number 12714,
located on the 2nd floor, from 1/22 to 1/25.
For more information visit, www.alphaguardian.com, or to coordinate media
interviews email, Heidi Pearson, heidi@pearsonprconsulting.com
About Alpha Guardian
Alpha Guardian was established in July 2017. Its products are sold under the
Cannon Safe, Stack-On and GunVault brands. A leader in the secure storage industry,
Alpha Guardian takes immense pride in their products and the people who back
them. With a focus on continual improvement, Alpha Guardian champions an
evolving robust and innovative portfolio of products that will provide consumers
secure storage and peace of mind for years to come.
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